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Open building
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to minimize risk and
improve efficiency
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Does Your Hotel
Feel Like Home?
At Distech Controls™, we understand the value of an exceptional guest experience to your
business. Today the standards are shifting, life is becoming more seamless and more
connected. Hotels who are engaging their guests via mobile apps are becoming the new
normal. Our proven IP-based solution with RESTful API puts you in the driver’s seat to create a
guest-centric hotel that makes guests feel at home and keeps them coming back for more.

It’s Not Just About Entrusting,
It’s About Empowering
Guests
Empower your guests to feel at home by enabling them to
easily unlock their door, check in, change temperature, fan
speed, light levels, blinds and more, all from their phone.

Hotel Staff
Help hotel staff gain access to more data points about
floors, rooms, services and guests to ensure they deliver
the best service possible.

Owners & Operators
Create a guest-centric hotel experience via an open
system that can integrate with systems, hotel services
and mobile apps.

Open Systems: The Safest Investment
for the Best Guest Experience
Building systems have traditionally been proprietary
and not flexible like open systems. Proprietary
systems speak different languages, resulting in
incomplete visibility, data, and reliability, and leave
you tied to one, often expensive, service provider.
In contrast, Distech Controls’ commitment to open
protocols and industry IT standards, combined
with our best-of-breed technology offering, create
a sustainable foundation that supports and evolves
with your building system’s life cycle, and lets you
choose from competitive prices in service providers.
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Guests are more likely to share their positive hotel experience on social media
when the hotel has integrated mobile technology

HOSPITALITY

Connected
Building Solutions
How Connected Building Solutions Help with Guest Satisfaction
Multi-System Integration for Guest Satisfaction
Link our building automation system with 3rd party software via our open RESTful API to
create your own apps that engage guests. By integrating with building services and your
rewards program, guests can use their smartphone for things like opening their room door,
adjusting their room settings, checking wait times at the restaurant, and finding their way to
the gym.
State-of-the-Art User Experience
Our range of wall mounting sensor/user interfaces give you a great choice of ways for guests
to interact with the room functions. Our Allure UNITOUCH uses the latest multi-touch color
display technology to provide an integrated way for guests to manage their air-conditioning,
lighting and blinds, as well as offering in-room messaging and the potential for additional
services. All the functionality can be mirrored on our free my PERSONIFY mobile app for iOS
or Android, with the linking of a guest’s phone being incredibly simple via Bluetooth.

How Connected Building Solutions Help with Operations
Reporting, Analytics & Dashboards
Easy to generate and use, our reporting software can show trends, space utilization, alarms,
maintenance issues, energy usage and more. Customized dashboards analyze data and
give each stakeholder the views they need.
Energy Savings
Once your Hotel Management system has unified all the various monitoring and control
functions required in the building, you can apply sophisticated algorithms to achieve
energy and costs savings, as well as improve guest comfort and speed of response to any
maintenance issues that arise.
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Did you know? Incorporating
mobile apps and functionality into a
hotel stay is associated with higher
guest satisfaction

HOSPITALITY

Products

ECLYPSE Controller Series
Connected IP and wi-fi product series

ENVYSION
Responsive, web-based graphic design
and visualization interface

Allure UNITOUCH and my PERSONIFY

EC-Net

State-of-the-art touchscreen user interface and

Web-based multi-protocol building automation

mobile application

and energy management platform
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Connecting people with intelligent building solutions
for better health, better spaces, better efficiencies.
Distech Controls has set the standard in the industry for innovative, cost-effective, and truly open building and energy
management systems that help increase operational savings and sustainability throughout the life cycle of your facilities.

The following is a sample of hotels making their facility feel like home with Distech Controls’ solutions:
• Hilton San Diego Bayfront, San Diego, CA, United States
• Spa Terra, Meritage Resort, Napa, CA, United States
• Young Life Family Ranch, Antelope, OR, United States
• Torre de Palma Wine Hotel, Monforte - Alentejo, Portugal
• B&B Hotel, Chassieu, France
• Belfontaine Retirement Home, Fontaine-Lès-Dijon, France
• Mardan Palace Hotel, Antalya, Turkey
• Four Seasons Hotel, Kuwait City, Kuwait
• Crowne Plaza, Gold Coast, QLD, Australia
• Stary Hotel, Krakow, Poland
And many more.

Contact our team today to learn how our solutions can
improve operations and cost savings in your facilities.
www.distech-controls.com
sales@distech-controls.com
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